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Governance Now, 1/7/2011

Workshop to counter Telanga movement

Visalandhra Mahasabha, a pro-united Andhra Pradesh organisation, is conducting a 
workshop on  July 5 in New Delhi. The workshop will have eminent speakers from the 
academia and polity and some with public service background. The workshop will 
expose "truths" of the separatist movement for Telangana in the social, economic, 
political and cultural domains. The invitation to the workshop is reproduced below.

Dear Supporters,

Visalandhra Mahasabha is an organization committed towards a united Andhra 
Pradesh. It is a group of intellectuals, professionals, educationists and other socially  
conscious patriots from all the regions of AP – Telangana, Coastal Andhra and 
Rayalaseema.The separatist agitation in the state of Andhra Pradesh and the demand for 
separate Telangana is fraught with not only violence and vandalism based on claims of  
vicitimisation of Telangana people, but also fundamentally based on falsehood and 
distortion of facts and figures. The demand for Telangana is completely unjust.In this  
context, Visalandhara Mahasabha is attempting to showcase the hitherto unknown truths 
in social, economic, political, cultural and hitorical domains through a media Workshop 
and exhibition On The Unjust Demand for Telangana.We hope that this endeavor of ours  
helps you in arriving at a balanced view of the scenario based on facts rather than 
conjectures and wrong propaganda.

The venue and other details are as follows.

Workshop-1: July 5th 11.00 AM – 1.00 PM
• Kuldip Nayar- Sr. Journalist
• Sitaram Yechury- MP & CPM Politburo Member
Workshop-2: July 6th 3.00 PM – 5.00 PM
• K.P.S. Gill- IPS (Retd.)
• G. Sanjeeva Reddy- MP & President INTUC

Exhibition
5th and 6th July 2011, - 11.00 AM to 5.00 PM
Venue
Constitution Club, Speaker Hall,
Rafi Marg, New Delhi.

Yours Sincerely,
Nalamotu Chakravarthy

http://www.governancenow.com/news/protests-and-petitions/workshop-counter-telanga-
movement
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Telangana - a flawed idea?

Visalandhra Mahasabha plants seeds of doubt

Even as the Telangana legislators put in their resignations and life in Andhra Pradesh 
comes to a standstill because a 48-hour bandh, both aimed at pressurising the union 
government to grant statehood to the region, a group of professionals claiming to draw 
inspiration from the Andhra Mahasabha - which planted the idea of a linguistic state that 
led to formation of today’s Andhra Pradesh – has launched a counter offensive.

United under the banner of Visalandhra Mahasabha, this group is holding a two-day 
workshop in New Delhi to highlight pitfalls of dividing the state.

Economist and secretary of Visalandhra Mahasabha, Parakala Prabhakar, provides facts 
and figures about the development indices of all the three regions of Andhra Pradesh – 
Coastal Andhra, Rayalseema and Telangana – to argue that there is little basis to say that 
Telangana is discriminated against or is neglected. On the contrary, Telangana has 
witnessed rapid growth after 1956 when all the three regions united to form Andhra 
Pradesh in terms of education, health facilities, irrigation, power consumption and even 
per capita income, he asserts. Going by these indices, Rayalseema appears to be the one 
falling behind.

The demand for statehood has little to do with economic, political or cultural regions. It is 
aimed more at political end, Prabhakar says.

The idea of a united Andhra Pradesh finds support of veteran journalists Kuldip Nayar 
and Sanjaya Baru too. Nayar says the demand for statehood is political in nature and 
reflects a sense of alienation which could be solved through various political and 
administrative decisions, while warning that conceding the demand will not only open a 
pandora’s box, it would endanger unity of the country too.

Baru advises to focus on the “strength of unity”, rather than the “weakness of division” to 
drive home the point that dividing the Godavari and Krishna basins will weaken the state 
and harm the cause of the Telugu-speaking people.

http://www.governancenow.com/news/regular-story/telangana-flawed-idea
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Andhra Jyothy 06/07/2011

Business Standard 06/07/2011

Visalandhra Mahasabha, an outfit demanding a united state, met in the capital and urged 
the government to indicate, either way, what it was thinking. “We don’t believe there are 
such deep-seated differences between the people of Telangana and the rest of Andhra 
Pradesh. Justice Srikrishna’s report is clear that the region that is most backward in 
Andhra Pradesh is Rayalaseema, not Telangana. But the Centre must consider whether it 
wants to undo the principle of linguistic basis for creating the state,” said activist 
Prabhakar Parkala.

http://www.business-standard.com/india/news/govt-rules-out-impositionpresidents-rule-
in-andhra/441860/
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Siasat 07/07/2011

New Delhi, July 07: Eluru MP Kavuri Sambhasiva Rao on Wednesday urged the Centre 
to frame a policy on the formation of smaller states in the country, while hailing it for not 
taking a decision on the mass resignations of leaders from Telangana but instead stressing 
on the process of consultations. Talking to media persons after participating in a 
programme organized at Visalandra Mahasabha, Mr Sambhasiva Rao opined that the 
Centre should draft a policy on formation of smaller states after consultations with both 
ruling and Opposition party leaders. “If such a policy is drafted, I will have no objection 
to the formation of even 500 states,” the MP said. Mr Sambhasiva Rao said that 
development of backward areas should be given top priority in such a National Policy for 
the formation of smaller states. He added that the agitations for separate statehood had 
cropped up in various parts of the country mainly due to lack of development in their 
respective regions.  He emphasized that he was against the formation of Telangana state 
and reminded that he had expressed the opinion of the people of his region in the recent 
meeting convened by the High Command. Mr Sambhasiva Rao further urged the 
Telangana leaders to find a solution to the demand of bifurcation of the state through 
consultation process, as suggested by Union Home Minister P Chidambaram. He also 
appealed to the media not to see his statements critically but analyse them in a 
constructive manner, while advising the scribes to observe restraint and not provoke 
people by airing distorted statements.http://www.siasat.com/english/news/kavuri-urges-
centre-draft-policy-smaller-states
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